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ABSTRACT
The linear mixture model (LMM) assumes a hyperspectral pixel
spectrum to be a linear combination of endmember spectra corrupted by additive noise. This model is widely used for spectral
unmixing mainly because of its simplicity. However, the LMM
can be inappropriate in presence of nonlinear effects, endmember
variability or outliers. This paper presents a comparison between recent robust hyperspectral unmixing algorithms. The mixture models
are first introduced followed by the description of their associated
unmixing algorithms. The algorithms are then analyzed when
considering a real image acquired over the region of Porton Down
in England. The results discuss the behavior of each algorithm to
unmix these data and compare their ability to detect the natural or
man-made outliers in the scene. The obtained results highlight the
potential of the studied mixture models to overcome the current
limitations of the LMM.
Index Terms— Hyperspectral imagery, robust unmixing,
Bayesian estimation, optimization, MCMC, anomaly detection and
analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectral unmixing (SU) of hyperspectral images (HSI) has been
the subject of intensive interest over the last two decades. It consists
of distinguishing the materials (endmembers) and quantifying their
proportions (abundances) in each pixel of an observed image.
The linear mixture model (LMM) is the widely used model for
SU mainly because of its simplicity. However, this model can
be inappropriate for some hyperspectral scenarios, namely in the
presence of a nonlinearity (NL) such as multiple scattering [1], [2],
endmember variability (EV) [3]–[5], or outliers (rarely represented
materials, faulty detector,...). These effects emphasize the need for
robust HS unmixing strategies able to deal with these mismodelling
effects [6]–[8].
This paper compares three recent mixture models accounting
for the presence of residual components (RC) or outliers. The
three models assume that the observed pixels result from a convex
combination of the endmembers of the scene, corrupted by an
additive term modeling deviations from the classical LMM. This
residual term has different characteristics depending on the studied
phenomenon. For instance, [6] considers a spatially-sparse positive
RC suitable for the capture of nonlinearity effects, [7] proposes a
spatial-spectral correlated support (i.e., the set of spatial/spectral
locations where anomalies occur) for the RC and [8] presents
a spatial-spectral smooth RC to better approximate endmember
variability and/or nonlinearity. The properties of these models will
be further discussed in Section II.
Estimating the abundances and the RC associated with these
mixture models is an ill-posed problem that requires the introduction of prior knowledge regarding these parameters. From a
This work was supported by the EPSRC Grants EP/J015180/1,
EP/N003446/1, and EP/K015338/1

Bayesian perspective, this goal can be achieved by assigning them
appropriate prior distributions. From an optimization perspective,
the prior knowledge can be seen as additional regularization terms.
The two approaches (i.e., Bayesian and optimization formulations)
will be further discussed in the paper when describing the three
models. Indeed, the authors of [6] consider a coordinate descent
algorithm (CDA) to minimize a regularized similarity measure.
Two distance measures have been considered corresponding to
the squared Euclidean distance (SED), and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD). The regularization terms include the positivity
of the RC and the spatial sparsity of the energies of the RC
by considering an ℓ21 mixed norm. This norm is known as a
collaborative regularization since it uses the information of the
residuals in all the spectral bands to promote spatial group-sparsity.
The authors of [7] adopt a Bayesian approach and define an
anomaly prior model to capture the spatial/spectral structure of
the potential RC. They then use a Markov chain Monte-Carlo
(MCMC) method to approximate appropriate Bayesian estimators
(i.e., minimum mean squares estimator (MMSE) and maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimator) [9]. The Bayesian model considers
a Gaussian likelihood (related to the noise statistics) while assuming band-dependent noise variance. The model also enforces
a spatial-spectral correlation on the RC support by considering a
3D Markov random fields model [5], [10]. In [8], the authors adopt
a Bayesian approach while they approximate the MAP estimator
by maximizing the resulting posterior distribution using a CDA. As
in [7], [11], [12], the Bayesian model considers centered Gaussian
noise with band-dependent variance. This model enforces a spectral
smoothness on the RC by considering Gaussian process [13] and
spatial correlation between the RC energies by using a gamma
Markov random fields prior [14], [15]. The studied models and
estimation algorithms are analyzed using a hyperspectral image
acquired over Porton Down in England. The results obtained are
very promising and show the potential of the studied mixture
models to overcome the limitations of the LMM.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the
considered mixture models to deal with the RC. The optimization
formulation, the hierarchical Bayesian models and the estimation
algorithms associated with each model are described in Section III.
Section IV shows results obtained using a real hyperspectral image.
Conclusions and future work are finally reported in Section V.
II. MIXTURE MODELS
The robust formulations considered are based on a residual
component analysis model [16] that is expressed as the sum of
a linear model and a residual term. The general observation model
for the (𝐿 × 1) pixel spectrum 𝒚 𝑛 is given by
𝒚𝑛

=
=

𝑅
∑

𝑎𝑟,𝑛 𝒎𝑟 + 𝝓𝑛 + 𝒆𝑛

𝑟=1

𝑴 𝒂 𝑛 + 𝝓 𝑛 + 𝒆𝑛 ,

(1)

where 𝒂𝑛 = (𝑎1,𝑛 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑎𝑅,𝑛 )𝑇 is the (𝑅 × 1) vector of abundances associated with the 𝑛th pixel, 𝑅 is the number of endmembers, 𝒆𝑛 is an additive noise, 𝐿 is the number of spectral bands,
𝑴 = (𝒎1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝒎𝑅 ) is the endmember matrix that is assumed
known (either picked out from a spectral library if available, or
extracted using an endmember extraction algorithm) and 𝝓𝑛 is a
residual term that might have different characteristics depending
on the studied effect. Due to physical constraints, the abundance
vector 𝒂𝑛 satisfies the following positivity and sum-to-one (PSTO)
constraints
𝑎𝑟,𝑛 ≥ 0, ∀𝑟 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑅}

and

𝑅
∑

𝑎𝑟,𝑛 = 1.

(2)

𝑟=1

Eq. (1) shows a general model that can be adapted to account for
different robust mixture models. In this paper, we consider three
variants: (i) the robust nonnegative matrix factorization (RNMF)
proposed in [6], (ii) the robust Bayesian linear unmixing (RBLU)
proposed in [7], and (iii) the residual component analysis with
mismodelling effects (RCA-ME) proposed in [8]. Table I presents
the main outlier and noise prior statistical properties assumed by
each method and the next sections describe in more details their
properties.
Table I. Characteristics of the robust models. “Spar.” stands for
sparsity, “pos.” for positivity, “val.” for values and “correl.” for
correlation.
Residuals
Spatial

Pos.

Spectral

Statistics

RNMF

✓

Spar. energies

None

-SED
-KLD

RBLU

X

Correl. and
spar. support

Correl.
support

𝒩 (0, Σ)

ME

X

Correl. energies

Correl. val.

𝒩 (0, Σ)

II-A. RNMF
The RNMF model is given by [6]
𝒚 RNMF
=
𝑛

𝑅
∑

𝑎𝑟,𝑛 𝒎𝑟 + 𝒓 𝑛

II-B. RBLU
The RBLU model follows (1) while considering additive centered( Gaussian
noise with a diagonal covariance( matrix Σ )=
)
2 𝑇
diag 𝝈 2 as follows 𝒆𝑛 ∼ 𝒩 (0, Σ), where 𝝈 2 = 𝜎12 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝜎𝐿
is an (𝐿 × 1) vector containing the noise variances. In addition, the
outliers 𝝓𝑛 = 𝒛 𝑛 ⊙ 𝒙𝑛 , ∀𝑛 are represented by a term-wise product
⊙ between the support variable 𝒛 𝑛 (which is an 𝐿 × 1 vector of
0s and 1s) and the vector of values 𝒙𝑛 . Note that the outliers are
assumed to share a correlated support 𝒁 = [𝒛 1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝒛 𝑁 ], i.e., the
spatial and spectral neighbors of a corrupted pixel (with outliers in
a given spectral band) are more likely to contain corruption. The
outlier structure is modeled via a 3D Ising model and generalizes
the model studied in [21] which assumed the support sets of
outliers to have a fixed structure. However, the values of these
corruptions contained in 𝑿 = [𝒙1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝒙𝑁 ] are independent
which enables flexibility in this model to capture different physical
phenomena such as local spectral and/or spatial variations (e.g.,
intrinsic material spectral variability, illumination changes, scarcely
represented endmembers,...). Note also that RBLU enforces spectral
and spatial sparsity among the corrupted pixels. Finally, and as
previously described, this paper considers the supervised case and
RBLU will be used to estimate the parameters of interest while
considering a known endmember matrix 𝑴 .
II-C. RCA-ME
In a similar fashion to RBLU, the RCA-ME model considers
additive centered
( ) Gaussian noise with a diagonal covariance matrix
Σ = diag 𝝈 2 . To represent different physical phenomena such
as nonlinearity and/or endmember variability, the outliers 𝝓𝑛 =
𝒅𝑛 , ∀𝑛 are assumed to present some spectral smoothness. Indeed,
for bilinear and polynomial based nonlinearity models, the outliers
result from a (nonlinear) combination of endmembers that are
generally smooth (when the endmembers themselves are smooth).
In addition, it has been shown in [8] that endmember variability
can also be approximated by assuming spectrally smooth residuals.
Note that RCA-ME also assumes the energies of the outliers to
be spatially correlated. Note finally that RCA-ME accounts for
spatial illumination variability by relaxing the abundance sumto-one constraint, however, for a comparison purpose, this paper
assumes the absence of this variability and maintains the abundance
sum-to-one constraint.

(3)

𝑟=1

where 𝒓 𝑛 , ∀𝑛 denote positive residuals that are due to the presence
of nonlinear effects such as the bilinear models of [17]–[19] and
the polynomial model of [20]. Therefore, this positivity assumption
is physically well-motivated for multi-layered models (e.g., scenes
where significant multiple reflections can occur). In addition, the
RNMF model assumes that the nonlinear spectra are spatially
sparse, i.e., the majority of the pixels follows the LMM while only
some pixels include an additional residual term. Note, however,
that the RNMF does not assume any spectral structure for the
residuals. The RNMF estimates the parameter of interest using
two measures of similarity between the observed spectrum 𝒚 ℓ,𝑛
and the spectrum 𝒚 RNMF
. The first one is the SED, given by
)ℓ,𝑛
∑ (
RNMF 2
, and the second one is the KLD, given by
ℓ,𝑛 (𝒚 ℓ,𝑛 − 𝒚 ℓ,𝑛
)
∑
𝒚 RNMF
RNMF
log 𝒚ℓ,𝑛 −𝒚 RNMF
+ 𝒚 ℓ,𝑛 . Finally, RNMF is an
ℓ,𝑛
ℓ,𝑛 𝒚 ℓ,𝑛
ℓ,𝑛

unsupervised algorithm that estimates both the endmembers, the
abundances and the residuals. However, for comparison purposes,
this paper considers the supervised case (known endmember matrix
𝑴 ) and only estimates the remaining parameters. This can be
easily implemented by skipping the endmember update step of the
iterative estimation process (see [6] for details on the algorithm
implementation).

III. UNMIXING ALGORITHMS
This section presents the optimization formulation, the hierarchical Bayesian models and the estimation algorithms associated
with each model.
III-A. Optimization problem for RNMF
Considering a known endmember matrix 𝑴 , the RNMF estimates the unknown parameters by solving the following problem
min 𝒞RNMF (𝑨, 𝑹) = 𝐷(𝒀 ∣𝑴 𝑨 + 𝑹) + 𝜆∣∣𝑹∣∣2,1

𝑨,𝑹

(4)

s.t. the positivity of 𝑨 and 𝑹 and to the sum-to-one constraint on
𝑨, where 𝑨 = [𝒂1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝒂𝑁 ], 𝑹 = [𝒓 1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝒓 𝑁 ],∑
𝐷(𝑥∣𝑦)
√ is the
𝒓⊤
distance measure between 𝑥 and 𝑦 and ∣∣𝑹∣∣2,1 = 𝑁
𝑛 𝒓𝑛
𝑛=1
is a mixed norm that imposes spatial sparsity on the energies of
𝑹. This problem is solved using a coordinate descent algorithm
(CDA) that sequentially updates the two matrices 𝑹 and 𝑨. More
precisely, while fixing 𝑨, RNMF updates 𝑹 using a majorizationminimization algorithm. Then, fixing 𝑹, RNMF updates 𝑨 using
a non-negative gradient descent algorithm. The resulting iterative
algorithm was found experimentally to decrease the value of the
objective function at each iteration [6].

III-B. Bayesian model for RBLU
Using Bayes rule, the noise statistics (likelihood) and the
(prior knowledge
)about the parameter of interest Θ1 =
𝑨, Σ, 𝑿, 𝒁, 𝑠2 , 𝜷 lead to the following posterior distribution
)
(
( )
𝑓 (Θ1 ∣𝒀 ) ∝ 𝑓 (𝒀 ∣Θ1 )𝑓 (𝑨) 𝑓 (Σ) 𝑓 𝑿 ∣𝑠2 𝑓 (𝒁 ∣𝜷 ) 𝑓 𝑠2 𝑓 (𝜷) ,
(5)
where 𝑠2 and 𝜷 are two hyperparameters related to the value of the
outliers, and to the correlation of the outlier supports, respectively.
RBLU uses a stochastic optimization mechanism to adjust the
parameters 𝜷 of the Markov random field associated with the
support 𝒁. The remaining parameters are sampled according to
the target posterior distribution (5) using an MCMC algorithm. The
generated samples are then used to approximate the minimum mean
square estimator (MMSE) or the maximum a-posteriori (MAP)
estimator of the parameters. The obtained algorithm benefits from
the good convergence properties of the MCMC approach [9] while
it suffers from a high computational cost.
Fig. 1. An example of the hyperspectral image data used in the
analysis

III-C. Bayesian model for RCA-ME
Similarly to RBLU, the CDA-ME adopts a Bayesian approach
leading to the following posterior
𝑓 (Θ2 ∣𝒀 ) ∝ 𝑓 (𝒀 ∣Θ2 )𝑓 (𝑨) 𝑓 (Σ) 𝑓 (𝑫∣𝝐) 𝑓 (𝝐, 𝒘) ,

(6)

where Θ2 = (𝑨, Σ, 𝑫, 𝝐, 𝒘), 𝝐 and 𝒘 are two hyperparameters
introducing the spatial correlation of the outlier energies (see [8]
for more details). CDA-ME approximates the MAP estimator of Θ
by sequentially updating the different parameters. In each step, the
posterior distribution is maximized w.r.t. one parameter, the other
being fixed. Thus, the algorithm iteratively updates each parameter
by maximizing its conditional distribution either by an analytical
solution (as for 𝝐, 𝒘, 𝑫, Σ) or by using the fast SUNSAL
algorithm [22] (as for 𝑨). According to proposition 2.7.1 in [23],
the limit points of the sequence generated by CDA are stationary
points of (6), since the maximum of that function w.r.t. Θ along
each coordinate is unique.
IV. RESULTS
This section evaluates the performance of the robust algorithms
described above when applied to a real hyperspectral data set. All
simulations have been implemented using MATLAB R2015a on
a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU@3.60GHz and
32GB RAM.

IV-A. Data description
The real image used in this section was acquired in July 2014 by
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) over Porton
Down (U.K.). The dataset contains 𝐿 = 140 spectral bands
recorded from the visible to near infrared (415 to 990 nm) with
a spatial resolution of about 0.2 metres. The unmixing algorithms
have been applied to a scene of size 400 × 200 pixels which is
composed of 𝑅 = 5 components: grass, tree, soil 1, road, and soil
2, and other man-made outliers as shown in Fig. 1 (see green and
white spots). This image is interesting since it potentially includes
nonlinearity effect between the tree and soil, endmember variability
for the grass area and man-made sparse outliers, which makes
it suitable for the assessment of the algorithms presented in this
paper. The endmember associated with the 𝑅 = 5 components
have been manually selected by choosing the purest pixels in each
component’s region.

IV-B. Comparison between the algorithms
The abundances of the real image have been estimated by the
robust algorithms and the LMM based SUNSAL algorithm [22].
After using SED and KLD similarity measures for the RNMF
and 𝜆 ∈ [0.01𝜆0 , 𝜆0 , 2𝜆0 ], where 𝜆0 is the suggested value
in [6], √
we found that the best reconstruction error, given by
∑𝑁
1
RE =
𝒚 𝑛 − 𝒚 𝑛 ∥2 ), is obtained when considering
𝑛=1 ∥ˆ
𝑁𝐿
the KLD measure and 𝜆 = 0.01𝜆0 . The following RNMF results
are related to this parameter configuration. Fig. 2 shows the
obtained abundance maps where a white (black) pixel indicates
a large (small) proportion of the corresponding materials. Overall,
the obtained abundances are in good agreement except RMNF that
show slightly different tree and grass abundances (which can be
explained by the high similarity between the tree and grass spectra).
Note that some of the man-made outliers are detected as a soil
abundances (see far right-hand side plots of Fig. 2).
Table II shows the obtained
RE and
) spectral angle mapper,
(
∑𝑁
ˆ𝑇
𝒚
𝑛 𝒚𝑛
SAM = 𝑁1
, between the observed
arccos
𝑛=1
∥𝒚 𝑛 ∥ ∥ˆ
𝒚𝑛 ∥
and reconstructed spectra with the considered algorithms. This
table shows that the robust algorithms provide smaller RE and
SAM than the LMM based SUNSAL algorithm. However, this is
achieved at a price of a higher computational cost especially for
the MCMC-based RBLU algorithm. An interesting property of the
robust algorithms is their ability to show outlier energy maps as
presented in Fig. 3 (left). The nonlinearity effect present between
the tree-soil is detected by all the algorithms. In contrast to RBLU
and CDA-ME, RNMF does not detect the shadow as an outlier
since it generally reduces the reflectance and can be seen as a
negative outlier, which is ignored in RNMF because of the outlier
positivity constraint. The three algorithms succeeded in capturing
the endmember variability effect affecting the grass with CDA-ME
detecting the larger region. It is also of interest to note that the
algorithms detect the man-made sparse outliers. Considering the
RE maps in Fig. 3 (right), it is clear that the RE of RNMF is
higher in shadowed regions while RBLU and CDA-ME present
low RE.
Fig. 4 shows some randomly selected outlier spectra obtained
with the three robust algorithms. These spectra show a similar
global shape while they highlight the properties of each algorithm.
Indeed, it can be seen that the RNMF algorithm focuses on the
nonlinearity effect (i.e., positive outliers) while it avoids negative
spectra that are mainly related to shadowing and endmember

Fig. 2. Estimated abundance maps with different algorithms (all images have the same dynamic, i.e., between 0 and 1). From left to right:
grass, tree, soil 1, road, and soil 2.

variability effects. Moreover, it is interesting to note that RBLU
allows the absence of outliers (null spectra) which is an advantage
of imposing sparsity on the support of the outliers instead of their
values. Note finally that Fig. 4 also highlights the smooth spectral
property of CDA-ME.
Finally, Table III summarizes the pros and cons of each model.
A few comments should be made regarding the noise robustness
and the endmember columns. Both RBLU and CDA-ME consider
Gaussian noise with band dependent variances, thus, they are robust
to the spectral variation of the noise. SUNSAL and RNMF (with
SED) consider independent and identically distributed Gaussian
noise which is less robust to the spectral variation of the noise.
However, RNMF considers a general formulation that allows the
use of the KLD measure, which makes it suitable to process images
corrupted by non Gaussian noise. Note finally that both RNMF and
RBLU can estimate the endmembers, while SUNSAL and CDAME assume a known endmember matrix 𝑴 . This property has
been reported in table III for completeness, but the reader should
be aware that the endmembers have been assumed known in this
paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a comparison between three robust mixture
models and their associated unmixing algorithms. The three mixture
models are expressed as the sum of a linear model and a residual
term. The latter depended on the model considered and showed

Table II. Unmixing performance on a real images (400 × 200
pixels).

SUNSAL
RNMF
RBLU
CDA-ME

RE
(×10−3 )
9.32
7.17
4.28
3.87

SAM
(×10−2 )
3.34
2.05
2.32
2.21

Time
(min)
0.03
23.92
1440
6.98

Table III. Comparison of the robust algorithms. (+++) best results,
(-) fair results.
SUNSAL
RNMF
RBLU
CDAME

Effects
LMM
LMM + NL
LMM + NL
EV + Shadow
LMM + NL
EV + Shadow

Time
+++
+

RE
+

Noise
++

Endm.
+

-

++

++

+

++

+++

++

-

different characteristics as reported in Table I. In contrast to RBLU
and CDA-ME that considered Gaussian statistics, RNMF adopted a
general formulation that allowed the use of two similarity measures.

deserves to be investigated.

Fig. 3. (Left) square root of the energies of the residuals obtained
ˆ ∣∣. (Right) reconstruction error between the reconstructed
with ∣∣𝝓
𝑛
ˆ 𝑛 and the observed spectra 𝒚 𝑛 obtained with RE𝑛 =
pixel 𝒚
√1 ∣∣ˆ
𝒚 𝑛 − 𝒚 𝑛 ∣∣.
𝐿

Fig. 4. Example of outlier spectra for (left) RNMF, (middle) RBLU
and (right) CDAME.

Both RNMF and CDA-ME used a CDA to minimize their cost
functions, while RBLU considered a Markov chain Monte-Carlo
to approximate the Bayesian estimators. A comparison between
these strategies was achieved by analyzing of a real image containing different effects (such as nonlinearity, endmember variability,
outliers and shadow). The results obtained highlighted the benefit
of the robust models with respect to the classical linear model.
The pros and cons of each model were summarized in Table III,
to provide the reader with a useful tool to choose the suitable
model/algorithm for his case. Future work includes the use of these
models to detect the presence of outliers using hypothesis tests
[24]. Considering an efficient optimization algorithm to maximize
the RBLU posterior distribution is also an interesting issue which
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